Abstract—This work presents an approach to automatically adapt domestic hot water heaters to individual human behavior based on real IoT data. For this purpose, a large collection of data from domestic hot water heaters is analyzed to learn the consumption behaviors of each user. The human behavior is learned using two different approaches that we compare: neural networks and Gaussian processes with periodic kernels.

The learned human behavior is used to create an optimal hot water schedule that adapts to each user and thus saves between 20 and 34% of the energy used with a default schedule. We also propose an eco-parameter so that each user can determine a trade-off between maximum comfort (always having hot water available) and maximum energy savings.

I. INTRODUCTION

Optimizing the energy used for hot water heating (not including space heating) is a relevant problem because the domestic hot water (DHW) production amounts for approximately 17% of the total energy consumption in the residential sector in the USA and 14% in the European Union [1]. The total energy consumption of the residential sector is in turn very dependent on the country, which is mostly attributed to the prevailing climate in the region and it raises yearly with increasing population. For example, it represents the 16% of the total energy consumption in Finland (the minimum) over 25% in the USA to 50% of the total energy consumption in Saudi Arabia [2]. In the EU, the average energy consumption in the residential sector amounts to around 25% [3].

Current models of DHW heaters keep hot water available in fixed time periods. A typical hot water heater, as it will be considered in this paper, has a preset time window from 05:30 AM to 10:00 PM every day in delivery condition. In this time window from morning to night, it is ensured that hot water is always available but there is rarely a user who needs hot water the whole day. To allow control possibilities of the heating schedule, the manufacturer of the heaters considered in this work enabled the definition of different time periods that can be entered for different weekdays. However, in practice users often do not take advantage of this possibility and use the standard configuration after the installation of their water heater. Since only a small proportion of users actually adapts the time window to their needs, there is a large potential for energy savings if such an adaptation could be performed automatically based on IoT data. Achieving such energy savings is the main motivation of this work.

Learning human behaviour based on data has been recently studied in several works in the context of smart homes. The heating times of a solar-combined system of one household were predicted using artificial neural networks (ANNs) [4]. The authors of the work use took into consideration the ambient temperature, the input and output temperature of the DHW production system and the volume flow. In this work, we want to limit the data to only device-internal variables. Other approaches predict only the future measurements of sensors for heating, lighting, ventilation or water heating to estimate the house inhabitants behavior and derive their time schedules [5].

Approaches in [6] and [7] uses also neural networks for domestic hot water energy prediction. However, the authors use data sources which are outdated due to the further development of the heating devices. Gaussian Processes as machine learning algorithm are used to predict the external temperature with the goal of minimizing the heating system costs in [8], but only weather and electricity grid data is used, disregarding an adaptation to individual users. Gaussian Processes are a suitable tool predict temperature profiles as was also shown in [9] for creating a thermal building model.

Behavioural patterns and user profiles on personal preferences and demographic facts are investigated statistically for space heating in [10], which can be also used to formulate energy-saving policies. In [11], weather and building data were used to analyze the influence on energy savings but the main challenge is the availability of accurate data.

The main contribution of this work is the use and evaluation of real world data sets that depend only on device-internal measurements to learn human behavior using both Gaussian processes and neural networks. Another contribution of this work is to propose an approach to generate optimal heating schedules based on learned human behavior that can obtain an optimal trade-off between human comfort and energy
consumption based on the user’s needs. Apart from achieving significant energy savings, we believe that the proposed methods can be integrated in other smart energy systems that make use of models to perform optimal decisions [12].

II. CASE STUDY: HOT WATER CONTROL

We describe in this section the data and scenarios considered for the development of a smart hot water control system. Smart in this context means that the control unit of the hot water heating system adapts the heating times to the behavior of the user and it is therefore neither static nor manually configured.

A. Real World Data sets

For this work, an European heating system company has provided 17 different data sets that will be used to develop and evaluate the proposed approach. The data sets come from 17 different and independent DHW devices of the same type. The data is available in a time period of one and a half years from October 2016 to March 2018. The devices are powered by gas with a capacity of 19 kW and their integrated water reservoir holds an amount of 100 liters. The data sets were recorded following an event-based scheme via the smart-home gateway in the devices, meaning that every time a sensor measures a new value, a message is sent from the gateway to the manufacturer’s back-end. These events are converted to a data set with data examples at a distance of one minute. The data sets used in this application include only device-internal measurements from internal sensors of the device and an additional external outside temperature sensor. The features of the data set are the measurement of temperature in the water reservoir and from the outside, time (extracted to minutes, weekday and season) and the power rate of the boiler in percentage over the maximum possible power. Additionally, the data contains device-internal states as Boolean expression of the storage charge pump which is used in the pre-processing sec. III-B to delimit hot water heating from space heating of the combined devices.

B. Typical User Behavior

Making predictions about the future user behavior requires that the times in which the user needs warm water occur in regular patterns. The data shown in Fig. 1 on the real data exemplary for one user shows the potential for energy savings if a personalized automatic heating schedule can be obtained. The power rate at which the boiler operates, called modulation (black curve) is directly linked to the consumed energy (see Eq. 3). The negative temperature gradient (blue bars) is used to detect water extractions out of the boiler because the available data is only device-internal and it does not include any flow measurements. Both quantities are averaged over one year.

The most of the hot water is consumed from 4 PM to 8 PM, while during the previous hours from 7 AM to 3 PM a consistent low temperature gradient indicates that no or very small amounts of water are needed in this period. The constant high values of the power consumption curve from 5:30 AM to 10:00 PM are due to the standard heating times set by the manufacturer and were obviously not changed by the user over the whole year.

III. LEARNED HUMAN BEHAVIOR

A. Structure of the proposed approach

The main contribution of this work is to learn the human behavior related to hot water needs so that the heating times can be automatically adapted, leading to significant energy savings. To do so, we developed a data analysis process that is shown in Fig. 2. It includes two machine learning-based models obtained from real-data of 17 different heaters. The blue-colored inputs are the domestic hot water heater data from the respective heating device / household, split into two sets as inputs for the model.

The temperature trend of the water reservoir is the data variable used to separate the user’s behavior and the behavior model 1: 
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Fig. 2. Data analysis process for smart hot water control with learned human behavior.

Fig. 1. Negative temperature gradient (blue bars) and power consumption (black line) of the water heater for one day (average over one year).
of the heater. It was established that all positive temperature trends are caused by the heating behavior and all negative temperature trends, except the small ones, are representing a water extraction and thus they correspond to the user’s behavior. The small negative temperature gradients occur due to the unavoidable cooling of the water despite isolation of the boiler. The threshold between ambient cooling and water extraction was defined empirically. Under the assumption that cooling occurs much more often than water extractions the threshold was determined via a histogram to a temperature gradient, for example $\Theta_c = 0.04 \text{ K/s}$ for one of the data set. This threshold is individual per heater because of its installation location within the house, it should be larger for the devices position at cooler places. No meta information for the installation place is given within the IoT data.

The model 1 learns the user behavior with different time measures as input (the minutes of the day, the weekday and the season) with the negative temperature gradient as measure for the amount of extracted water as target. Model 2 is mainly built for evaluation of this work and not necessary for the use in practice and is an emulation of the effects that the computed optimal schedules would have when applied to the domestic heaters. Future work includes the evaluation on real installation location within the house, it should be larger for the devices position at cooler places. No meta information for the installation place is given within the IoT data.

Mathematically, both models can be formulated as:

model 1: $f_{\text{model1}}( t_{\text{min}}, t_{\text{sea}}, T_{\text{out}}, T_{\text{dem}}^{-i}) = -(\Delta T_{\text{dem}} - \Theta_c)$,

model 2: $f_{\text{model2}}(\Delta T_{\text{dem}}, \Delta T_{\text{dem}}^{-i}, m_{\text{hour}}^{-i}) = m_{\text{hour}}$.

Both functions $f_{\text{model1}}$ and $f_{\text{model2}}$ represent the black-box functions of the machine learning functions with time inputs minutes of the day $t_{\text{min}}$, weekday $t_{\text{sea}}$, the outside temperature $T_{\text{out}}$ and the recurrent temperature gradients or recurrent modulations $T_{\text{dem}}^{-i}$, $m_{\text{hour}}^{-i}$ with $m \in \{1, 2, 3\}$, the modulation $m_{\text{hour}}$, a threshold $\Theta_c$ for physical cooling and temperature gradient $\Delta T_{\text{dem}}$ as output. The target values include a negative sign to predict positive values. The outputs of model 1 are used in the heating decision maker to derive an optimal heating schedule. Using an eco-parameter $\beta$, the user can set a preference towards maximum energy saving or maximum comfort. The parameter acts as a threshold to determine the amount of predicted hot-water use that determines an actual heating phase. In this setting the eco-parameter is set to the respective cooling threshold $\beta = \Theta_c$. The output of the heating decision maker are tuples $(t, \Delta T)^n$ of the time as hour and the $\Delta T$ as positive temperature gradient over a period of $n$ hours. The heating schedule is set up with a heating phase every time a $\Delta T > 0$ is present at the respective hour. The tuples are forwarded as input for the model 2 to predict the consumed energy. The output of model 2 are tuples $(t, m_{\text{hour}})^n$ with the time as hour and the summed modulation $m_{\text{hour}}$ in that hour over the training or testing period of $n$ hours. The energy consumption over $n$ hours can be then calculated as

$$E = \sum_{i=1}^{n} m_{\text{hour}} \cdot c_{\text{heater}} \text{ [kWh]}, \quad (3)$$

with $m_{\text{hour}}$ as modulation per hour in percent and $c_{\text{heater}}$ as the capacity of the domestic heater. In this work, we consider always $c_{\text{heater}} = 19 \text{ kW}$.

B. Data Pre-processing and Feature Selection

In a first step, the state of the storage charge pump is used to distinguish the use of energy for space heating and for hot water heating. Every data example in which this pump is activated, the energy is counted to hot water preparation. The data is present as data examples at a distance of one minute. It is almost complete in all data sets forming an suitable learning basis. Incomplete data tuples were deleted and not interpolated to prevent wrong decisions. It is not reasonable to attempt to make predictions of hot water consumption for each single minute. Instead, regular hourly patterns are searched. For this reason, the tuples that are used to compute the temperature gradients temperature were aggregated doing the average over 60 minute-intervals. The data was split up in one year training and a half year testing phase, resulting to 8760 training and 4368 testing examples.

After the data pre-processing, the following features were used to train both models:

- Unix timestamp in minutes used as index, as integer.
- outside temperature in °C as float.
- actual temperature in the water reservoir in °C.
- weekday derived from the timestamp as integer from 1 to 7.
- minutes of the actual day as integer from 0 to 1339.
- the actual season of the data example calculated from the timestamp and adapted to the periods of the northern hemisphere (EU) as integer from 0 to 3.
- modulation as power of the domestic heating system in percent as integer from 0 to 100.
- temperature gradient of two successive cylinder temperature data points from the first, second and third past entry in °C as float.
- modulation from the first, second and third past entry as integer from 0 to 100.

Recurrent features in this context include the values of the past $n$ previous data entries (in this application up to three previous data entries) and creates so a connection between them. This is meaningful because a temperature trend is not only dependent on the actual status but often also from the previous states. Recurrent features are also a common approach for person re-identification with machine learning, where it brings more accuracy by training with previous frames of a person [13].
TABLE I
RESULTS OF NEURAL NETWORKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>model 1</th>
<th>model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>train</td>
<td>test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>5.81 %</td>
<td>7.18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best</td>
<td>1.89 %</td>
<td>3.21 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worst</td>
<td>7.04 %</td>
<td>10.17 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
RESULTS OF GAUSSIAN PROCESSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>model 1</th>
<th>model 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>train</td>
<td>test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>4.20 %</td>
<td>7.22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>best</td>
<td>2.84 %</td>
<td>4.85 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>worst</td>
<td>6.83 %</td>
<td>12.05 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Structure of the Models

We consider two different machine learning models using the same data and input features: Gaussian process models and neural networks

1) Gaussian Process (GP) model: The GP-regression is performed using a standard radial basis function as kernel with an additional periodic (sinousoidal) term to better model the typical periodic patterns in water consumption. We set the mean function \(m(x)\) to zero and the lengthscale \(\gamma\) to one because a priori not enough knowledge is available to define certain values.

\[
m(x) = 0, \\
\text{cov}(x, \gamma) = \exp\left(-\frac{(x - x')^2}{2\gamma^2}\right) + \exp\left(-\frac{2 \sin^2\left(\frac{x-x'}{2}\right)}{\gamma^2}\right),
\]

2) Neural Network model: We used a fully-connected multi-layer feed-forward network consisting of five hidden layers with different number of neurons with amounts of [500, 500, 200, 50, 5]. The design of the network was performed empirically; increasing the layers or neurons brought no significant improvement or tend to over-fitting. For the activation function we used the ReLU-function and the Adam optimizer with the Keras standard learning rate \(\alpha = 0.001\) to train the network due to its good performance[14]. The batch size we used is 5 and the amount of epochs is 100. Regularization techniques are not used.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For both models and two algorithms the RMSE was calculated and reproduced in Table I and II.

The results for Neural Networks and Gaussian Processes are similar, the average test errors of the both models are all slightly smaller for neural networks. There is also a high variability in the data sets which is shown by the large distance between the best and worst error rates. Notable is also that best and worst error rates are calculated in different data sets, so there is not a user whose behavior could be learned at best by one of the two algorithms.

With a look at the predicted data in Fig. 3, we see that there are some large peaks in one week witch were not exactly matched in their amplitude by the algorithms. Notable is the prediction of Gaussian Process in model 2, here the values are wrongly predicted to high values for the whole period, because this week distinguishes from the other trained weeks too much and the periodic kernel component can not react on that, the neural networks act correctly on this change.

A. Energy Saving

Using the learned behavior with respect to the water extractions done by users, the heating times of the water heater can be adapted to a much smaller period compared to the default heating times so that water is only heated when it is needed. Fig. 4 shows in the upper bar the average daily consumption of the data sets within the testing phase during the winter months (from October till March) and the optimized average consumption in the lower bar during the same period with an optimized schedule computed based on the neural network predictions. The energy was calculated as described with Eq. 3 based on the standard heating schedule or the optimized. In both cases, the real energy consumption for the times when water was used outside of the computed schedule was added to the energy consumption computation. Whenever this happens, the user has to wait a few seconds, because the heater has to prepare hot water in this time, decreasing the achieved comfort.
The diagram states an average consumption without optimization of 11.20 kWh per day and a consumption with optimization of 7.41 kWh which corresponds to 66.15% of the original consumption. Taken the errors for the predictions in consideration, energy savings of 19.39% or 2.17 kWh per day can be expected in the worst case. The error interval (black-colored in Fig. 4) composes of the sum of the average RMSEs for model 1 and 2 as estimation for this scenario, because the data is processed through these two models.

The optimized heating schedule that leads to such energy savings is shown in Fig. 5 exemplary for the first week of the testing data and one data set / one user. The optimal heating is presented as blue bars. The grey bars show the actual heating schedule. Due to the testing prediction error of around 7% not all times are matched with the predictions and so not all user behavior is included in the optimized heating schedule, but it shows a better adaptation than the standard heating times (the darker shaded region in the back). The optimized heating times (blue bars) are derived from the predictions with an eco-parameter $\beta = \Theta_c$.

B. Consumption of Resources

The training of the models differs in the consumption of different resources. In general, Gaussian Processes expend a huge amount of calculation time and memory more than neural networks. For the executions we used a Windows-PC with 2.4GHz QuadCore-CPU and 32 GB of RAM, furthermore we used a Python2.7 environment with the frameworks Keras and Tensorflow for neural networks and GPy for Gaussian Processes. The training phase of neural networks for both TensorFlow for neural networks and GPy for Gaussian Processes. The training phase of neural networks for both TensorFlow for neural networks and GPy for Gaussian Processes. The computation lasts significantly longer because of the matrix decomposition that needs to be performed for Gaussian Processes.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented an approach to reduce the large amount of data obtained from IoT devices in a smart home setting. Real data from water heaters has been used to learn the human behavior related to domestic hot water usage. Models based on Gaussian processes and neural networks have been developed to compute optimized heating schedules that lead to significant energy savings in average for all considered users over a testing period of six months. Neural Networks deliver better results with smaller computational resources. Due to the considered prediction error of around 7% we were not able to predict all times a user requests hot water, but the optimized schedule shows a good approximation leading to significant energy savings.

In the future work this approach should be investigated with other machine learning algorithms like LSTMs for their suitability to reduce further the prediction error rate. The prepared optimization should be tested in an experimental plant to validate the results on a real device and replace model 2 with real energy measurements. In addition, we plan to integrate the presented method in smart energy management systems [15], [16] to further increase the energy savings in smart buildings.
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